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Sculpture-Film (Klein) is a an attempt to create a hybrid between cinema and 
sculpture.

This project was born from a viewer’s simple experience : the impression that some 
 ilmmakers model space, make it plastic, give it a shape. The penultimate shot of 
Antonioni’s The Passenger is one excellent example.

TheThe initial idea was to reveal the "shell" of a  ilm by tracing the path of the camera 
frame, and rendering it material in space. This can be likened to the “worm” left by 
simultaneously squeezing and moving a tube of paint. This volume can be considered 
the container of the  ilm, a " ilm sculpture"*.

The principle behind Sculpture-Film (Klein) is to reverse the process by  irst 
determining a volume, and then " illing" it with cinema. That is, to make a  ilm based 
on a sculptural logic. 

TTo this end, we chose a volume with such remarkable properties that it cannot but 
suggest particular content, the Klein bottle (illustrated above). The Klein bottle is a 
geometric curiosity, the only volume through which one can move inde initely without 
ever encountering an edge and where it is impossible to de ine an outside or an 
inside.

These very characteristics are at the origin of Sculpture-Film (Klein). The  ilm is a 
15-minute15-minute sequence shot, with neither a beginning nor an end. As such, it can be 
viewed in a loop. The point of view slips progressively and without interruption 
between an objective camera and a subjective one.  

Here, dramaturgy is no longer narrative, but perceptual.

The action oscillates slowly between the intimate space of an apartment, where a 
woman recieves the confused attentions of a man, and the outside world. This same 
moment is caught  irst in an impersonal way, and then in  irst person (with some 
cinematiccinematic conventions that  irst person perspective implies – the potential for 
memories, dreams… ), moving successively between the perspectives with no cut.

As though emerging from a sculptural object, the  ilm thus affords a wandering vision 
with no truly de ined subject.  

* Kenji Mizoguchi’s Ugetsu sculpture is underway.
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